
Friday, October 28

12:30 – 1:00 pm Welcome (Frank Schipper)

1:00 – 2:15 pm Opening Lecture

Christopher Endy (California State University, Los Angeles) The Accidental Nation-Build: Tourism and the Myth of the Weak State

2:15 – 2:45 pm Coffee Break

First Panel

Chair: Frank Schipper (German Historical Institute, Washington D.C.)

2:45 – 3:45 pm Chandra Bhimull (Colby College) Shaping the Colonial Encounter: Verticality, Dimensionality, and Airline Travel

3:45 – 4:45 pm Eda Kranakis (University of Ottawa) “Come Fly with Me” Transatlantic Flying from Social Club Glamour to Cattle Car Blues

7:00 pm Workshop Dinner
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8:15 – 9:00 am  Breakfast at the GHI

Panel 2
Chair: Vincent Lagendijk (Leiden University)

9:00 – 10:00 am  Ruth Oldenziel (Eindhoven University)
*Europe from the Bicycle Saddle and the Grand Tour, 1881-1939*
(co-author Martin Emanuel, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm)

10:00 – 11:00 am  Frank Schipper (German Historical Institute, Washington D.C.)
*Transatlantic Tourism: Three Snapshots of American Visitors to Europe in the Interwar Years*

11:00 – 11:30 am  Coffee break

11:30 am – 12:30 pm  Delphine Lauwers (European University Institute, Florence)
*Battlefields as Tourist Attractions
Britons traveling to the Ypres Salient since 1919*

12:15 – 1:30 pm  Lunch

Panel 3
Chair: Vincent Lagendijk (Leiden University)

1:30 – 2:30 pm  Adri Albert de la Bruhèze (University of Twente, NL)
*The Politics of Translation: The Dutch Appropriation of Modern American Tourist Accommodation, 1945-1955*

2:30 – 3:00 pm  Wrap-up (Frank Schipper)